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KNOW the TRUTH and the TRUTH shall make you FREE

The most important thing

for all of us to always remember is that the

salvation of our Country depends upon getting the TRUTH
CONSPIRACY

to

ALL

of

the

American

people.

When

—

of the GREAT
and

if

—

that

will be accomplished our nation will again be FREE — and SAFE. Our Press
won't do it — you know why — so it is up to YOU and me to do it.

In our preceding NEWS-BULLETIN, "UN IS SPAWN OF THE
II LUMINATI,” I fully established that that Satanic outfit, created
bv Adam Weishaupt in the middle of the 18th century and financed
by Hie Rothschilds, organized to achieve One-World domination,
has ever since then continued to function throughout the world
nrnlrr various aliases and disguises — and I fully established that
the ‘‘COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS” (CFR) is m fact,
the “ILLUMINATI” in the United States. It is also well to know
that the CFR has many additional sub-agencies to cairy out their
chief objectives, among them the “Anti-Defamation League, the
NAACP (directed and controlled by ADL White officials), the var¬
ious other Negro organizations, plus other organizations under var¬
ious names — also "The National Council of Churches.
In this issue I will reveal the names of the men who compose
the real hierarchy of the Great Conspiracy (CFR), most of whom
are the descendants of the original ILLUMINATI, plus renegade
White American (so-called) Christians.
But first of all, it is important to reveal the birth of the CFR,
how it came about, and who were the original architects.

THE BIRTH OF THE CFR.
As I have previously stated on many occasions, the original
plans for the CFR were originated by Col. E. Mandel House,
Jacob H. Schiffs chief errand boy, and chief advisor of Woodrow
Wilson from the day that Schiff chose Wilson to be the President
of the United States. It was House who "sold" Wilson the idea of
the CFR after Wilson’s failure in his attempts to set up a OneWorld Government after the World-One “League of Nations was
created.
It has always been commonly known that Houses (thus Schiff
and the Rothschilds') power over Wilson was virtually complete.
It was House who selected the majority of Wilsons Cabinet and
virtually all of his other major appointees — and it was W ilson
(actually Schiff) who was responsible for Wilson's domestic and
foreign policies. By 1916 House was, to all intents and purposes,
running the State Department from his office in the White House.
House, in addition to being Schiffs "hoy" had other impressive
connections with International Bankers in New York. Among these
were the Warburgs, Paul and Felix, who came to the U.S. at the

behest of the Rothschilds; Ilenry Morganthau, another Rothschild
stooge, who became Secretary of the Treasury under FDR; Herbert
Lehman, and various other ILLUMINISTS in the U.S.
In addition, this crafty advisor of President Wilson, was asso¬
ciated (and the tool of) with powerful International Bankers and
influential politicians in European capitals — all pledged IL¬
LUMINISTS. All were pooled to strengthen House’s stranglehold
on Wilson — and that combination caused him (Wilson) to re¬
pudiate his second-term campaign pledge to keep the U.S. out
of World-War One.
In Wilson’s decision to ask Congress to declare War on Germany,
the Internationalist Conspirators scored again. It forced the U.S.
to finance the war "to make the world safe for democracy, and the
Conspirators, particularly the Rothschilds, won huge new fortunes
expense of several hundred thousand American lives. Our
next "Liberal-Humanitarian” Democrat President, Franklin Roose¬
velt, perpetrated the same horrifying crime by hurling us into
World War Two — he dul it by enticing the Japanese to attack
Pearl Harbor — thus providing the excuse for a declaration of
War against Japan and Germany.
The entire concept of One-World Government was revealed and
outlined in a book House wrote, undoubtedly inspired by the
Masterminds of the GREAT CONSPIRACY. He ca led his book
“PHILIP DRU” — a fictitious character who (in his book) became
the Ruler of the World. In it, he expounded the belief that a
"Federation of Nations” would avoid future wars and result m
everlasting Peace . . . the very bait that deluded the American peo¬
ple to welcome the "United Nations!
In view of all the subsequent developments since the UN came
into existence, the purpose House outlined in his book has become
recognized as a complete deception. His (and the Conspirators)
real and underlying objective was to create a vehicle on which his
International Bankers (masters) would ride to further power and
private profits to them through World-Wide control.
When our Senate refused to ratify the “League of Nations
House and his Masters — and their “friends in our State depart¬
ment and in London and Paris organized a Group, ostensibly, to
“studu" foreign relations and world conditions. It was in this way
that House and his Masters ignored the wishes of the people exnressed through their elected representatives, and were responsible
for setting up the CFR, a clandestine international force outside
our government structure — to further the objectives of the
”

LU MIN ATI!

AMERICAN LEGION WARNING IN 1956
In order to PROVE all of the aforegoing, I will digress for a
moment bv inserting a speech by Carleton A. Barrett, Chairman
of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Pennsylvania Depart¬
ment of the American Legion, delivered at the Dallas meeting of
the "Congress of Freedom in 1956. He stated:
"During the

last 37 years,

the American

people

have

been

confronted

with a situation in world affairs t^at has repeatedly caused them to expen
money and end up with a world economic situation much worse than be¬
fore.

During those years the United States has fought three terrible wars

and seems faced with another — greater in scope than any war in history.
"If the international economic situation had been properly settled in the
best interests of all
United

States, in

people after each

each

case,

was the

of those previous wars when the

most

powerful

nation

in the world

and well able to enforce a fair and equitable settlement, the threat of a
new war would have been eliminated.
"That was not done,

however,

and after each

war the carrying out of

the peace was placed in the hands of a few individuals, leaders of great
International Banking Houses and International Trade Groups who, because
they and their associates controlled the greater part of world trade, were
primarily

interested

in

maintaining

that

control

without

consideration

for

the peaceful, economic progress of the world.
"As a result of placing the control of the United States foreign policies
in the hands of such men, in time of peace, the United States, after each
world war, lost every advantage our young

men and women fought and

died for and for which many of our youth are now in veterans hospitals
and for which many widows and orphans are

living without husband or

father.
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of the same enterprises in the rest of the world

outside of the Communist countries."

WHAT A PITY THE AMERICAN LEGION AND THE VFW
—4—

DID NOT CONTINUE TO THUS ALEUT THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE — AND THE WOULD! ! !

CFR BACKED BY TAX-FREE FOUNDATIONS
From the outset the CFU showed rapid growth and was in¬
corporated in 1921. And right from its outset it received financial
support and cooperation from the nation’s great tax-exempt Foun¬
dations. These modem Liberal institutions represent one of the
world's largest reservoirs of private capital. The Rockefeller
family led off in the support of the CFR and was quickly followed
by the Carnegie and Ford Foundations . . . these Big Three and
the smaller Funds under the CFR control continue to be the source
of most of the CFR’s large annual “tax-free” income.
Repeated attempts in Congress to investigate the Foundations
have proved unsuccessful — because of CFR opposition! It is high¬
ly interesting to note that the “tax-free” Foundation Law was put
on the law books in 1913 simultaneously with the graduated incometax lawsy and the Rockefeller wealth was (probably) the first to
take advantage of both measures.
The CFR hit its greatest strides in 1945 when a large contingent
of its topside members were the prime movers in writing the UN
Charter and organizing the UN. Of the “delegates’’ present at the
historic meeting in San Francisco more than 40 were members of
the CFR. The birth of the UN was hailed by the Conspirators as
an event of earth-shaking importance in their so-called quest for
world PEACE. Among the chief architects of the Charter were
traitor Alger Hiss, who served as secretary-general of the Confer¬
ence; John Foster Dulles, subsequently Secretary' of State under
Eisenhower; Nelson Rockefeller; Leo Pasvolsky', a Russian, but at
the time an aide in the U.S. State Department and Harold Stassen,
perenniel errand boyr for the CFR.
It was not known, or revealed, at the time of the UN confer¬
ence, that other invisible (CFR) influences were brought to bear
in rigging the Charter. In addition to Hiss, they were Harry Dexter
White (Weiss), the No. 2 official in the U.S. Treasury Department,
later revealed to be a Russian spy; Lauchlin Currie, still another
Moscow conspirator, to whom the others looked for guidance.
Nelson Rockefeller, one of the CFR’s “big wheels” was in the
State Department at that time, by appointment of President Tru-

m »n The Rockefeller family, as a token of its interest and suPP°j1
of the UN donated the ground in New York on which the UN
building is located - but it was NOT out of beuejwience for manbind — it ions for the beginning of W orld Control.
From this outline of history, it is obvious that CFR is the
.
,i
...ui pr0vides the inspiration and motive power neces¬
sary to maintain the ILLUMINATI in the United States• Emerg;
ing from this bit of history also are two of the ChRs Sacred Cows
to wit- No 1) One-World Government under the
- No.
Increased Trade with the Enemy. In such trade, the U.S Govern¬
ment must guarantee the Enemy’s credit to encourage American
business men who otherwise would not be enticed into it. Tra<
g
with tiie Enemy could show a profit to Americans and1 their In
national Bankers. Eventually, however, the U.S. (tic
would have to pick up the tab. Thus, trading with *e Enemy wdl
strengthen the Communists and destroy the U.S. etonoms

which it has already done to a large degree.
Thus, for a Republican or even a so-called conservative Demo....... to criticize One-World Government or the UN is to commit
a cardinal sin of major proportions. Such a citizen is immediately
branded by the CFR stooges and controlled Mass Communications
as a right wing Extremist and made an easy target for a smear attack in the controlled Press.
The CFR’s tremendous influence with the nation s news-media
recommends it strongly to the foremost: “Liberals in both the Democrats and Republicans, and particularly to the army of of“ce*"^'
ers in all branches of government. A research of this gigantic Go
munications complex explains why: Scores of the publishers of the
largest daily newspapers in all centers of population density, ai c
the weeklies (magazines) either are members of CFR, or work m
harmony with it on all political issues. This is equally true of the
owners and chief executives of all the national Radio and
Channels and thousands of their city, town and State outlets in all
parts of the country. The CFR and its subsidiaries also have very
close ties with the two largest wire services: the Associated Press
and United Press International with their world-wide coverage.
Its daily dividend-paying contracts with the foreign newspapers
and magazine correspondents who make their headquai tors in
Washington also "ploy ball" with the CFR. Many of these Liberal
correspondents are known to be Fabian Socialists.
In addition, the CFR literally controls all members or at least
most, of the White House Correspondents Corps. In this phony
sophisticated group Leftist Democrats outnumber Republican news-

papermen 4 to l. Ihis sumo ratio exists among syndicated column¬
ists whose opinions anil policy pronouncements are published in
virtually all metropolitan newspapers. Most of the male and
female columnists of today absorbed their "Liberal" politics under
Presidents Roosevelt, *1 ruman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and John¬
son — or in Leftist University schools of journalism. Most of them
are former College professors who follow the "Liberal," or out¬
right Communist line, and invariably give aid and comfort to the
policies and programs initiated by the "New Deal" the "New Fron¬
tier,” and the “Great Society." This huge (thousands) army of per¬
sonally-biased news and public relations "experts" who perform
as stooges of the Liberal Establishment machine, is augmented and
supported by more than 3,000 government press agents. All these
trained stooges are stationed in lush jobs in the White House, in
all Cabinet-rank departments and also in all of the independent
Agencies in the entire Federal Kingdom. Some of the highestpriced, each with a fancy title, surround the President — others
"work" in the State Department, the Pentagon, the Treasury De¬
partment and other Federal Agencies. The White House agents
funnel their "news" for public dissemination through the Presi¬
dent’s press secretary and his assistants, or directly into the hands
of "trusted” news reporters and correspondents. With the majority
of the Federal-controlled (and CFR controlled) news stooges, how¬
ever, it is the around-the-clock job of this corps to keep the
“managed news" pipelines filled with releases favorable to the
Administration (and the UN and CFR). This they accomplish
through the big and small news-wire distributors, news and mag¬
azine reporters, columnists and correspondents. To an experienced
journalist this kind of "copy" is commonly known as "government
handouts." Unfortunately, the neutral journalists in Washington are
too lazy to check these "handouts " or dig for the real facts. As a
result, all the propaganda is passed along to the press, to Radio
and TV as dependable, fresh news — and thus brainwashes all of
the American people. All of the truth of what is going on in Viet
Nam is handled just that way — we dont know how many of our
sons are killed in that UN DECLARED war — and we will never
know!

THEY (CFR) CREATE THE “PUBLIC IMAGES.”
The CFR’s capability to create "Public Images" and mould public
opinion favorable to their objectives is unequalled throughout the
world, except in Communist-dictator nations. Like the international
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monev manipulators — and as a part thereof — this evil cabal,
whei/operating as a unit and through their Fronts and subsidiaries
Ins the power to build or destroy at will the American \ ay
life — unless the American people become fully awakened and

FORCE Congress to make a full and open-to-the-public invests
tion.
The secret of the incredible power of the CFR lies in the posi¬
tions and great wealth of its officers and members. And, of course,
it also lies in the dozens of subsidiary and interlocking organiza¬
tions under its control of wealth as is clearly obvious in the majoi
public corporations ruled and/or controlled by the men who are
members or are taking their direction from members As evidence
the CFR’s membership rolls contain the names of the Presidents
and of practically all of the nation’s chief leaders in U. S. business
and industry. This is especially true of corporations having plants
and important financial connections in Europe and other foreign
nations. To them, it is natural that U.S. foreign policy is of utmost
importance.
Also, bear in mind that at least four Presidents of the U.S.r and virtually
all the heads of Federal Agencies were, or are, members of CFR!

!

!

Politically, the CFK works quietly back stage either through
its stooges in the Federal government, or its controlled Mass Communications Media, or through its heavily loaded galaxy of sub¬
sidiaries, always eager to do their masters' bidding in formulating
policies in the Executive and Legislative departments — and the

doors of the White House are always open to such CFR stooges.
In Presidential campaigns the CFR, per se, remains outwardly
aloof. As a matter of fact, the CFR is not too greatlv concerned as
between Republican and Democratic candidates — both men had
been carefully screened and properly briefed well in advance of
Party Conventions . . . But if either of the leading Presidential
aspirants shows any signs that he cannot be relied upon to support
the sacrosanct objectives of the CFR he is quickly tried m ab¬
sentia” and immediately the CFR’s full fury and power is put into
plav and the victim is marked for political execution. That s w hat
happened to Nixon, who hesitantly voiced objection to the orders
given him — and the same thing happened to Goldwater.

At this point, I find it pertinent to once again quote a statement
made bv the previously quoted Carlton A. Barrett. In his book,
“THE STORY BEHIND OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS/’ Mr.
Barrett sketched the "Road Ahead” as follows; it reveals why the

so-called apathy of our people is directly responsible for our
present (and past) unhappy and gravely dangerous state; He stated:
-9—--

The continued rise and fall of one empire after another^has been the
result of men struggling for individual freedom and after accomplishing
their objective, relinquishing that individual freedom to a central govern¬
ment through laziness and the failure of succeeding generations to accept
their individual obligations in the community, state and nation; and in this
way allowed the central government to acquire far beyond the original
intent of the people. In this way, small groups vested with great wealth
have been able to secure control of these central governments and direct
their actions for the benefit of the few at the expense of the masses."

Today we are fighting to save a great and very precious form of
government. We are faced with two influences that can destroy it:
Imperial Capitalism and Communism. We have reached the cross

roads!
As far back as 1922, the then Mayor of New York, John F. Hylan,
stated at a meeting in Chicago: “The real menace to our Republic

is the invisible government which, like a giant octopus, sprawls its
slimy length over our cities, states and nation. At the head is a
small group of Banking Houses generally referred to as ‘Interna¬
tional Bankers* This little coterie of powerful international Bankers
virtually run our government for their own selfish ends.”
In that speech, he named some of the most prominent members
of the International Bankers, including Bernard Baruch, now dead.
He included Sidney J. Weinberg, 67, who now occupies that dead
“oracle's3* seat. Weinberg is a senior partner in Goldman-Sacks and
Co., one of our nation’s top ten Banking Houses; Lewis L. Strauss,
former head of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; Herbert Lehman (now dead) of
Lehman Brothers; Benjamin J. Buttenweiser, of Kuhn, Loeb &
Co., Alexander Sacks, Weinberg’s partner; John J. McCloy, (Rocke¬
feller’s) head of the Chase National Bank; John M. Schiff, Jacob
SchifFs grandson; Eugene Black, (Frontman) President, Interna¬
tional Bank; Averill Harriman; the Warburgs, etc., etc., all CFR

members!
It is highly significant that this same type of control exists in
all “Banker* nations. In the U.S. 200 families control Uvo thirds of
all property and they are dominated by a small group of Interna¬
tional Banker families (CFR). In England, one-half of that is¬
land’s property is in the hands of 12 families, all of whom are domi-
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nated by the Rothschild-Sassoon, Montifiores, Seiffs, etc. In France,
half the property is in the hands of 20 families, dominated by
Banker families — and ALL are dominated by the Rothschilds.
It

U oven

more important

to

understand

that

the

Governments

of

all

of the "Banker Nations" are themselves heavily indebted to — and there¬
for© dominated by — the International Bankersl

And it is still more important to understand that the desired
objective of the Bankers is Socialism, whereby the Government
owns everything, and the International Bankers OWN I HL GC

ERNMENT!

THE BAC
In various of our "News-Bulletins y

particularly No. 110, titled
"Our Invisible Government Made Visible ” I stated that the CFR
is our ** I nvisiblc Government. Thcit is true, but it is not the whole
storv. Within the CFR there is still another Cabal known as BAC,
or the "Business Advisory Council** This BAC is the absolute
hierarchy of the CFR, and it is composed of approximately 160
members — it is THE Exclusive Club within the exclusive CFR —
and they are the Masterminds of the CFR. In short, while the CFR
runs our government through its control of all permanent and poli¬
tically unattached" bureaurcrats, cabinet and Agency and authority
heads and other “appointed” officials who do not have to answer
to voters or political Parties, but only to CFR and its companion
department known as “1313, the CFR, in turn, must anstec r
to BAC. In other words, BAC is the hierarchy which runs the
CFR, while CFR runs our government. And its members (among
160 men) are:
Sidney J. Weinberg, heir to Bernard Baruch’s position as advisor
to Presidents, et al. He is the original organizer of BAC and is its
Dictator. Weinberg, as l have previously stated, is head of the New
York (Internationalist) Investment House of Goldman, Sacks and
Company. The other top men in BAC are Ralph Cordiner of Gen¬
eral Electric; Joseph B. Hall, of the Kroger Co.; L, F. McCollum of
Continental Oil Co.; Wm. M. Allen, of Boeing Airplane Co.; S. D.
Bechtel, of Bechtel Corp.; Harold Boeschenstein, of the OwensComing Fiberglass Corp.; Gen. Lucius D. Clay, of Continental
Can Co.; Elisha Gray 11, of Whirlpool-Seeger Corp.; Crawford
Greenwald, of Du Pont; Eugene Holman of Standard Oil (N.J.);
Clias. G. Mortimer, of General Foods Corp.; T. S, Peterson of
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^ Calif.) Standard Oil; Juan T. Trippe, of Pan-American World
Airways; Henry Ford ll; Charles Percy, of Bell and Howard; W.
Averili Harriman; Wm. L. Balt; W. L. Clayton; William McChesney Martin, of the Federal Reserve Board. There are many
others, but the above listed, together with the Rockefellers, are the
BIG WHEELS. And if we dig far enough, we will find that, just
as Douglas Dillon's true name is Lapowski, their true names will
reveal them to be descendants of the original ILLUMINATI
founders.
In all, there are 160 members in this Hierarchy, who are de¬
scribed as the "most powerful business in America." This Cabal
has a semi-official status in that it is accredited to the Commerce
Department and is even given office and secret-file hiding space
by the Commerce Department. This protects it from any ordinary
Congressional investigating, through the highly abused claim of
the “constitutional principle of the separation of powers.” Mean¬
ing, that BAC "works" with the Commerce Department, and (sup¬
posedly) the Legislative branch of government has no authority to
come “snooping” into the top secret activities of the Executive
branch of government. But all that can easily be swept aside by a

complete Congressional investigation of CFR!
To further “legalize and protect" BAC’s activities and its mem¬
bers, when the group decides to accept a new member, that new
member must be appointed to membership by the Secretary of the
Department of Commerce . . . obviously, the Commerce Secretary
must always be a member of BAC.

Now, does that prove to you the "Life or Death" need of a nation-wide
ALERT to all of the American people to demand — and keep demanding —
a

thorough

house-cleaning

in

Washington?

And

REMEMBER

—

we

get such an ALERT from ANY of our Mass Communications Media
can

only get it by

alerting the

people

in

all

our

Communities to

won t
— we
bring

constant pressures on their representatives in both Houses of Congress
and on our State

Legislatures. This country is your country — it is up to

you to preserve it for your childrenl I I

THE FOREIGN AID FIASCO
As it is commonly known, the "graduated Income Tax scheme
was an integral feature in the Karl Marx Communist Manifesto
and his “Das Kapital.” The idea behind it was to impoverish the
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American people and thus force Communism upon us. And, as I
previously stated, all of the Karl Marx writings were derived from
the original ILLUMINATI texts. Therefore, it should not surprise
the reader to realize that this very same plot is an integral feature
in the CFR program.
However, the mere “Income Tax” scheme proved to be a very
slow process toward that impoverishment scheme. The Conspirators
had to figure out new ways to hasten it . . . “Foreign Aid was
one of the schemes they seized upon — it was started with the

“Marshall Plan."
For the past twenty years “Foreign Aid" has been the favorite
“humanitarian' idea in the minds and plans of the top officials in
our government in Washington ... it also has been a long stand¬
ing key policy of the CFR —and has been enthusiastically support¬
ed by all of the nation’s largest Corporations and Tax-Free Foun¬

dations.
By those in Washington who “know the score/* this dedication to
“Foreign Aid” by the above named is because our “Leaders,” mean¬
ing the Administration, are using the vast amounts of money in¬
volved in “Foreign Aid” to condition Socialist, Communist and the
unaligned countries to join the CFR’s program for One-World
Government.
Under the last four Presidents’ policies, “Foreign Aid” Billions
are distributed by the trainload. They are handed out to Socialist.
Communist and Communist-leaning nations, as well as to so-called
Free nations in Europe, Africa, South America and Asia. One
outraged American Ambassador stated that directives from the
State Department have always fivored a nation s Socialist planners
over the Conservatives, when and if there is, or was, such a choice —

he quit in disgust!
At the same time, others who know the real score, bluntly charge
that the American government’s “no-win' policy is definitely
employed to keep clear of all obstacles in the path of CFR's cher¬
ished long-range plan — and that plan is to create in the 1970s its
own blue-printed self-styled Utopia for all the world, including The
American people, under control of the “United Nations
The supposed (so announced) purpose of our “Foreign Aid" is to
prevent the growth of the Communist Conspiracy of World Con¬
quest. After 20 years of costly (hundreds of Billions) trial, this “prom¬
ised. purpose” has proven to be a complete bust! For evidence,
just look at the numbers of once-free nations that have been en-
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slaved by Communism since that “Foreign Aid” plan (scheme is the
proper word) was launched, taking along with them almost half of
the World’s population.
The reason for that is not difficult to see. The so-called Liberals’
modus operandi was based on two obvious fallacies — fallacies
that then knew in advance, but which were employed to bemuse
our people, and deliberately so: The first fallacy (?) is that Com¬
munism develops and flourishes most effectively in impoverished
and backward nations in which illiteracy is commonplace. But,
actually, the reverse is the truth — Communism spreads quickest
(bit design) among the highly educated and intellectual classes and
races. This is the proven fact in most parts of the world — con¬

spicuously so in the United States!
The Liberals’ second (deliberate) error is that mostly our “Foreign
Aid” funds are disbursed through foreign government channels
and was rarely used to meet the real needs of the people. But,
even more important, where such funds were used to actually
bolster industry in those foreign lands, it gave such nations a com¬
petitive advantage over the U.S. in the world s markets.
Conversely, the Communists never made any such blunders in
iudgement. Their efforts always were directed to winning the minds
of high school and college students, thru UNESCO and their edu¬
cational and religious instructors here in the U.S., and in all other
places throughout the world. Once this is accomplished, these con¬
verts provide the channels for Communist propaganda infiltration
and subversion. Our own American Youth, white and black, serve
as a perfect example. All of our student riots and negro demonstra¬
tions have been erupting and creating trouble spots and violence
directly in accordance with Communist timing.
During the past several years, J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the
FBI has' been trying to alert the American people that Commu¬
nists (and the CFR) were concentrating on the subversion ot youth
organizations within the U.S. He urged all citizens to be on guard.
He stressed his warning in his 1965 annual report which he re¬
leased for publication to Universal Press International; as follows.
"J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation said
yesterday that Communists had played a role in recent student criticisms
of U.S. policies in Viet Nam and the Dominican Republic, as wo
as in
all RACIAL demonstrations . . . Hoover made the statement m a report to
Atty. Gen. Nicholas Katzenb.ch on the FBI’s activities during the fiscal year
which ended June 30. Katzenbach released information from the repo
yesterday.
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"Member* of the Communist Party, USA, and their supporters continued
to constitute a major disruptive influence on the national scene during
fiscal 1965/' Hoover said.
"Concentrating particularly on Youth, Communists launched widespread
propaganda campaigns designed to enlist support for a determined and
vicious attack on American foreign policies and to foment confusion and
create disorder in regard to the nation's efforts to resolve the racial situa¬
tion."

Anyway, good or bad, the “Foreign Aid” program went com¬
pletely haywire with the end of the “Marshall Plan” at which time
it should have been completely discontinued. And, most assuredly,
it should be brought to a complete halt right now, when American
money and supplies are going to Communist nations while Com¬
munists are killing, or aiding the killing of American boys in North
and South Viet Nam.
To leave nothing to imagination, and ironically, while it is all
hushed up in Washington, Castro draws his U.S. aid regularly
through American cash provided by the United States as a mem¬
ber of the UN. This Cuban gangs:ter also was given more than
Fifty Million dollars in medical and other supplies — this latter
deal was arranged by former U.S. Attorney General Booby Ken¬
nedy, who blackjacked this **gift■” from U.S. industrialists^ as a
“ransom” for Cubans taken prisoner in brother “Saint” Jack's “nowin” invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs.
As I have previously stated, the “Foreign Aid” gimmick was
launched as “The Marshall Plan” during the Truman Administra¬
tion in 1945. That “give-away” of tax-payers money was, so it was
declared, to assist impoverished European nations to rebuild in¬
dustries and restore their economies devastated during World War
Two. At the time, it sounded like a worthy “humanitarian” charity,
and cost American tax-payers more than 14 Billion dollars.
But from that “picaunish” beginning, our stupid and disloyal
Congress, led by Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson,
continued, and expanded, this “gravy train” to about 100 nations
on four continents. On its payroll in Washington and elsewhere
there are nearly 72,000 persons who participate in just this one
government program. I am sure it will shock all Americans to
learn that of the nearly 13 Billions now budgeted each year for
interest on the national debt, nearly 4 Billions is interest on money
borrowed for the “Foreign Aid” giveaway to nations, many of them
Communist, across the seas.
According to our “Leaders” in Washington, some of this money
—14—

is "loaned” (never to be repaid) to some of those nations, who are
"‘charged” an interest of 1/2% to 2%, whereas our "humanitarian”
government has to pay 5v to the citizens and International Bankers
from whom they borrow that money — and the taxpayers do the

paying ! ! !
Amazingly, the above are the actual facts! Unfortunately, the
American people, or, at most, very few, realize that you, the tax¬
payers, put up the money in this vicious sucker game. But it is
easilv ascertainable for those who will take the trouble to do some
investigating — certainly every member of Congress knows all
this — or should know it!
There is still another strange and cock-eyed **shell-game” in the
handling of the American’s hard-earned tax money to foreign na¬
tions: This is the Administration’s constant demands on Congress
to provide more and more aid appropriation at a time when the
"Aid” funds are bulging with unspent moneys. Let’s take a "looksee” at Johnson's demands for the fiscal year 1966: They amount
to more than Three Billion dollars and right at this time this gov¬
ernment pipeline holds more than Ten Billions in unexpended funds.
In short, if Congress made no appropriations at all for 1966, 1967
and 196S, “Foreign Aid” could be continued for these three years
without any more calls on our (the taxpayers) pocket books.
The above statements and figures were iDrovided by General
Bonner Fellers, whose integrity is beyond question. In addition.
Fellers’ statements were backed up recently by Congressman Otto
E. Passman, Chairman of the U.S. Foreign Operations Sub-Com¬
mittee on Appropriations. Passman has been a close student of
Foreign Aid "giveaways” for many years and is known for his
(outraged) opposition to the monstrous waste and brazen wire¬
pulling present in our “Foreign Aid’ Program — naturally, as a re¬
sult of his efforts to eliminate (or even reduce) those evils he is in
Johnson s doghouse, even though he is a Democrat. Passman
probably knows more about "Foreign Aid than any other one
(if not of all) official in the nation. In a special news release in
late 1965, he said the following:
"There

are

now
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Federal

Agencies dispensing

some

type

of

Foreign

Aid, and the total for 1966 doubtless will exceed SEVEN BILLION DOLLARS.
This does NOT include interest our government is paying on the money it
has borrowed to give away which is now in excess of THREE AND ONE-HALF
BILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY . . . 'AID'S system of obligating, deobligating
and reobligating, and funding projects in excess of the cost of to complete,
makes it impossible for even the most dedicated Member of Congress to
determine what part of the unliquidated funds are firmly committed. AID's
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final figures shows that there will be unliquidated funds,

old and new,

to be committed or disbursed during 1965 of 11 BILLION, 27 MILLION
DOLLARS . . , For your information, our government will be disbursing
some type of "Foreign Aid" during Fiscal 1965 in 99 foreign nations and
9 territories. I contend that this Program, in its present form, is uncon¬
trolled and apparently uncontrollable . . . There are 71,416 individuals,
including participants, on its payrolls. It has reached such proportions that
even the confusers themselves are confused. No program in the history
of mankind has had as many paid Lobbyists as the Foreign Aid program.
It would take many pages, if not a book, to list the names of all individuals
who are lobbying for or are participants of the program . . . The Foreign
Aid program is not in reality a Presidential program, although it is sub¬
mitted to Congress in his name. It is a bureaucratic program. The President
has too much to do to be able to familiarize himself with the many
ramifications, misrepresentations and claims of accomplishment by the paid
bureaucrats. Government Lobbyists, spenders and recipients . . . Therefore,
I cannot, with good conscience, remain silent. I must do everything pos¬
sible to continue exposing the weakness of the program and the un¬
substantiated claims for good made by the spenders and disbursers of
America's wealth."

Congressman Passman, in his press release, did not identify the
Lobbyists who continuously infested his office, but it is commonly
known that representatives of International Banks who own the
Federal Reserve are among his unwelcome guests.
They, (and the CFR) in particular, have a vital interest in Foreign
Aid. To them, the bigger the program the better it serves them.
If, by any chance, the U.S. is short of cash (sure to be in these
days), the Bankers will be most happy to tide us over with loans,
money created by our own government's printing pressy by print¬
ing some more Federal Reserve Notes, and thus enable the govern¬
ment to pay for its interest-bearing bonds.
There is still another pot-sweetener in this shell-gamethe
banks, for whom these Lobbyists work, receive “fees” for acting as
“transfer-agents” in all Foreign Aid transactions abroad. Let’s as¬
sume that such “fees” are only 1/10 of one per cent, those "fees"
on 120 Billion dollars during the past 20 years amounted to One
Billion, Two Hundred Million Dollars — not what one would call
piddling pocket money, eh what?
As of the present, there is approximately 320 Billion dollars in
interest-bearing bonds outstanding in our Government debt. Of this,
the Commercial Banks hold approximately 65 Billion; Federal
Reserve Banks, about 37 Billion; U.S. Government investment ac¬
counts, which includes Social Security Funds, etc., 60 Billion; the
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balance is held bv private non-bank investors — over 160 Billion
dollars. Concealed in the above figures are the “gimmicks” used
to give the brainwashed people excise tax and income tax cuts,
but to be made up by increased (contemplated) withholding taxes
for the U.S. Government investment accounts. As quickly as this
money is paid in by the taxpayers, it is replaced by interest-bearing
government bonds — and the actual money is spent. This is the
'shell-game" management bv the fiscal planners to buy votes and
further flim-flam the people into believing that they are "getting

something for nothing."

WE MUST RETURN TO FISCAL SANITY!
Many of our foremost and most reputable Economists look upon
our so-called Foreign Aid and tax-cutting sleight-of-hand games
with grave concern. They stress that both, particularly the Foreign
Aid" game, are a frightful “mistake’ affecting our entire future.
They "earnestly urge that it be shut-off immediately, before the
U.S., with its other enormous commitments, is forced into total
bankruptcy, and, in turn, forced into a complete surrender to
Socialism — and One Worldism/
These Economy experts further stress that if any part of the
“Foreign Aid” program is to be retained it should be limited to
military assistance to friendly Free Nations — and only to such
nations! Such a policy, they contend, would enable our real Allies
to present an even stronger Front against our common enemies.
Only such a return to fiscal sanity must be given complete priority
if our nation is to escape economic ruin and geo-political break¬
down in the not too distant future.
Todav, more than ever before, the American people and our
Congress, must awaken and pierce through the sham of the present
“Foreign Aid” program. Its policies and costs aspects provide
many reasons why this “shell game," so strongly recommended by
the CFR, must be brought to an end.
Number One: We no longer can afford it — actually, we nevt r
could have afforded it. Even now, as a result of it, we, all of us,
are struggling desperately for survival in a sea of ever-increasing
debt
2) Our huge “Foreign Aid" expenditures abroad have
brought about a frightening flight of our Gold reserve to foreign
creditor nations, who never repaid our War loans to them! Despite
all of the “managed news” press agentry released by Washington,

i ».u Kn.Mi about our balance-of-payments
they are unable to,^npXcTS show the U.S. gold supply is at the
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A Revolutionist named Jacob Straus a native of BavariaJim
IT T UM1NIST is the Great Grandfather of Oscar Strailand of the entire Straus clan in the U.S. . . . Augustus Schoen
came to the U.S. as an agent of the Rothschilds and
Bname to August Belmont — many of his descendants
CFR and/or BAC ... In 1840 David Seligman and his eig i
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came to the U.S. from Bavaria and set up the Seligman Banking
House, with the aid of the Rothschilds ...
In 1847, Emanuel
Lehman came to the U.S. from Bavaria — Herbert Lehman, one of
the founders of CFR, is one of his descendants ... In 1851, Samuel
Rosenwald came to the U.S. from Germany — he was one of the
ILLUMINATl s principal figures in the Red Revolution of 1848
and also a zealous Marxist — Julius Rosenwald was one of his
descendants . . . Lazarus Straus, grandson of Jacob arrived here in
1352 — he married his cousin Sara Straus, and all of their de¬
scendants, some of whom acquired ”American” names, are deep
within the Great Conspiracy to destroy the sovereignty of our
Country . . . Carl Schurz, a Marxist and ILLUMINIST, came here
in 1852 — he left many descendants, masquerading under assumed
American names and all are active in the CFR . . .
It would require a book of many pages to list all of the IL¬
LUMINATI conspirators (and direct Rothschild agents) who came
to this country, changed their names, and picked up where their
Grandfathers and Great Grandfathers left off — and are now ac¬
tive members of the Cf R and BAC. But to give you a hint, the
membership list of the CFR, in 1962, listed the following names.
True, you will find them disguised under assumed names, but all
of them are dedicated to the same objective — enslave the Amer¬
ican people in a One-World Empire! Among those listed we find
Frank Altschul (Lehman family); Otto H. Kahn; Paul M. Warburg;
Winthrop Aldrich (true name unknown); The Dillons (LAPOWSKI);
Arthur Altschul; Max Ascoli; Brooks Hays; Benjamin J. Buttenweiser; Harrv F. Guggenheim (a Seligman relative), Herbert Lch
man- Orin Lehman; Robert Lehman; Frank Lewisohn; David Lillient’hal; John L. L-oeb; Henry R. Luce; John Rockefeller; David
Rockefeller; William Rosenwald; John M. Schiff, grandson of Jacob
H. Schiff; Eustace Seligman; Eric M. Warburg; Frederick Warburg;
fames P Warburg; H. Peter Stem; Donald P. Straus; Jack I. Straus;
Oscar Straus; R. P. Straus; Ralph I. Straus; HUBERT HUMPHREY;
EDWARD L. KATZENBACH; Robert Straus, Leland Stowe, etc.,
etc., etc.
Do I have to give you any more names to make you realize why
it is a MUST for every loyal American to demand that Congress
make an exhaustive investigation of the CFR, of BAC, of the ADL,
and thus flush out all of their stooges in our Federal Government
Agencies? Any member of both Houses of Congress who will op¬

pose such an investigation automatically will become suspect
should be subject to a “Recall” movement by his Constituents.
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A SECRET “REPORT” OF THE CFR

I will conclude with a secret REPORT issued by the CFR in a
booklet published under the Council’s imprint — and intended only
for its members. It was published in 1946 and reads as follows:
"For
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ending
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November

Council
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quarters in New York City to listen to distinguished guest speakers. Other
members joined in group study of certain aspects of American foreign policy.
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progress

of Council

research —

and explored plans for an expanded publications program. Throughout the
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affiliated
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leaders, many of whom were provided

Relations
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exchanged views on developments abroad.
"Work
way .
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throughout the

"There were two general meetings.

were

world

Right Hon.

.

.

flowing
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from

.

Ernest Bevin, the British

Foreign Secretary, described to members the position of the Labor Govern¬
ment on certain current issues. Right Hon. Sir John Anderson, who was in
charge of scientific research for the British Government during World War
II, gave another group his views on the future control of Atomic Energy.
"The

discussion

and

study

the season. The group on

groups

United

were

States

beginning

relations

their

with

activities

for

Russia tried to in¬

terpret current Soviet foreign policy — the one on industrialization in Latin
America
sidered

sought
how

answers —

the

the

population

group

might

on

be

the

problem

adequately

fed.

of Germany con¬
Members
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group on National power and Foreign Policy estimated how . . .
"Away
Relations

from
in

New

York

City,

widely separated

at

cities,

meetings
a

of

Committees

similarly free exchange

on

Foreign

of private

views was taking place on a variety of subjects. Professor Harold H. Fisher,
Chairman of the Hoover Library at Stanford University, led a discussion on
the price

of peace with Russia at meetings

Omaha, Denver and
H.

Russell,

Salt

Lake

Director of the

City.

Office

In

of

of the Committees in Detroit,

Nashville

Public

and

Affairs,

Birmingham, Francis
Department of State,

described the part which public opinion plays in decisions affecting Amer¬
ican foreign policy.

In Providence, Sir Frederick Puckle,

Advisor on Indian

Affairs to the British Ambassador in Washington, talked on issues likely to
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arise in a free and independent India. In Cleveland, Hon. Alexander Loudon,
Netherlands Ambassador to the

United States, outlined the postwar posi¬

tion in relation to its Indonesian Empire. In Los Angeles, Dr. Karl Brandt, of
the

Food

Research

Institute,

Stanford

University,

reported

on

agricultural

requirements in Central Europe. In Louisville, Professor James K. Pollock, of
the University of Michigan, summarized the achievements and shortcomings
of occupation of the American zone in Germany. In Seattle, Professor George
E. Taylor, of the

University of Washington, specified the political require¬

ments for peace in China."

This partial catalogue of a fortnight’s activity acquires significance
when considered in relation to the development of the Council
program over the past quarter century. The program had its be¬
ginnings, in fact, more than twenty-five years earlier. The names
then were not Truman, Attlee, Stalin — they were Wilson, Lloyd
George. Clemenceau.
. . . And fourteen years later to the day after the above was
written — the names changed again: Kennedy, McMillan, Krush¬
chev.
And today the names have changed again to Johnson, Wilson,
Breshnev.
And the “Council on Foreign Relations'’ (CFR) also has changed.
Now it is bigger, busier, vastly more powerful. Out of its head¬
quarters at 58 East 68th Street, New York City, come our nation’s
Presidents, Secretaries of State, Secretaries of Commerce, Treasury,
Defense, Health, Education, Welfare, etc., etc. Into its headquarters
go Chiefs of State, Prime Ministers, Foreign Ministers, world
leaders in the fields of politics, economics, sociology, religion, etc.,
etc. All to report to and receive approval of their policies from
the “Council on Foreign Relations” CFR names from its member¬
ship list, or from membership lists of its many affiliate organiza¬
tions, America’s Administrative appointees, its Judges, the heads
of its important Universities ... In short: CFR is the Invisible

Government of the United States! . . . and moving tts into the en¬
slavement of their UN One World Government! ! !
Is that what vou want to see happen, my fellow-American? Well,
you will see it happen, unless you do what I have long been pleading
with vou to do: get this story — this Ncws-Rnlletin and UN IS
SPAWN OF THE ILLUMINATI” — into the hands of all your
friends and neighbors and then ALL of you write — and never
cease writing — to your Representatives in both Houses of Con¬
gress and DEMAND, I repeat, DEMAND a thorough investigation
of the CFR, of the UN and of every one of their stooges in Wash-
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THING ABOUT IT NOW - not tomorrow, but NOWI I I

In our previous “News-Bulletin" No. 122, entitled "UN IS
SPAWN OF THE ILLUMINATI, I printed an American Legion
Post Resolution No. 191 passed at annual convention in Chicago
Tulv 31 1966 I credited it as an individual Resolution passed by
the Hinsdale' (Illinois) Post. Actually it is binding upon ALL
American Legion Posts in the State of Illinois. THAT IS VER\
IMPORTANT! ! ! Please do your utmost to get the American Legion to follow that example in every State in the Nation
DITTO
The VFW! 1 !
It may delight you to know that similar “Resolutions” have been
passed by “The Colorado Society of the Sons of the American
Revolution” at a convention in Denver, Colorado . . . also by TVe.
The People” in Chicago . . . also by the “Women for Constitutional
Government” at a national convention in San Antonio, Texas on
November 12, 1966.
Also very important. The Illinois Group was organized upon the
principles and procedures outlined in Major Arch Roberts book
“VICTORY DENIED” — and since then, to date, the Illinois
Group is one of about 14 Committees organized to FORCE in¬
vestigation of UN Treaty agreements by the respective State
Legislatures.
Of these state-centered efforts the Alabama program
furthest advanced and New York is the newest addition.

is

the

A UN study by the Alabama Legislative Commission to Preserve
the Peace is now completed and will be submitted to the Legis¬
lature in January, 1967. 1 firmly believe that, through the continu¬
ing lobbying of the Alabama Committee, specific State Statutes
to enforce the provisions of the U.S. Constitution within the bounoo

daries of the State of Alabama will be greatly inspired by this
study.
It is up to the American Legion and the people in each and
everv State to follow the Alabama example — you CAN do it . . . .
and it inaif prove to be the salvation of our nation! ! ! MCF.
---

PS The address of Major Arch Roberts, author of “VICTORY
DENIED” is P. O. Box 9S6, Fort Collins, Colorado. You can get
copies of his invaluable book by writing to him. Price is Paper
bound Edition, 75 cents—Library Edition, $3.95 ... Also write to
him for a cop- of "A Petition To The Governor Of Illinois — it
will show you the proper procedure for a similar Petition to your
Governor and Legislature.

CFR STOOGES IN GOVERNMENT

Never before in the history of America have we seen one sick
and degenerate President allow so many REDS and One-VV orld
subversives all working the CFR game, to move into positions of
great power in every branch of the U.S. government. Loyal and
responsible Americans have been excluded _ and dBrnminat^
against at everv turn. There are very few jobs indeed left for lova
Americans in Washington, D. C. Our nation has never been^n such
grave danger of being betrayed by people in high public office.
Because of this — and became Congress closes
it
we stand almost helpless, unable to fight against the CFR One
World Great Conspiracy?
The following is a partial list of the CFR stooges practically all
of them descendants of the original ILLUMINATI plotters
some
have retained their original names, some have assumed other names
for purpose of concealment:
n Arthur Goldberg, a DOCUMENTED RED, U.S. Ambassador
to Vhe UN 2)Morris B. Abram, U.S. Representative on the UN
Commission for Human Rights; 3) Abe Fortes, ^S. Supreme Cour
Justice; 4) Nicholas Katzenbach, Under Secretary of State, 5)

Eugene Rostow, Under Secy, of State; 6) Walton Rostow, Special
Presidential Aid; 7) Richard Goodwin, White House Speech writer;
8) Stephen N. Shulman, Chairman Equal Employment Commission;
9) Wilbur J. Cohen, Ass’t. Secy, of Health Education and Welfare;
10) Sol M. Linowitz, (head of XEROX), Ambassador to Organi¬
zation of American States; 11) Wm. M. Roth, U.S. Representative
to European Economic Community; 12) Sheldon S. Cohen, Chief
Internal Revenue Service; 13) Leonard H. Marx, Chief U.S. In¬
formation Agency; 14) Manuel Cohen, Chairman Securities and Ex¬
change Commission; 15) Philip N. Brownstein, FHA Money Lend¬
ing Commissioner; 16) Jack Moskowitz, Ass’t. Secy, of Defense for
Civil Rights; 17) Paul Kaplowitz, Chairman Tariff Commission;
18) Frank Mankiewicz, Chief of Peace Corps in Latin America;
19) Jack Rosenthal, Public Information Officer for the Justice
Dep’t. — plus thousands of others in positions of power at all the
lower ranks of government, too numerous to list here . . . Now you
know why we must FORCE Congress to ACT?
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